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TELLING THE STORY: Stories of Our Healing 
Rocky Mountain Annual Conference 2014  

Saturday, June 21, 2014, Pueblo Convention Center 
 
Gathering Songs 
Spirit of the Living God        UMH 393 
Change My Heart, O God       TFWS 2152  
 
Opening Prayer   I Surrender All   Music Team/UMH 354 
(Create the moment of asking God to bless the work we have done and the work we seek to do. 
The idea of the service being to let God heal us, be open to healing stories, let God work in our 
lives.)  
 
Invitation to Healing Stories     Youngsook  Kang  
 
We come together in the name of God who is a God of healing.  We come together to share and 
tell the story of healing ministries that the people of God in the Rocky Mountain Conference are 
engaged in.  Those of us who stand before you represent the Appointive Cabinet, the laity, the 
Finance, the Mission and Ministries areas of the Rocky Mountain Conference and most 
importantly young people.  
 
Much of our reality reflects brokenness and hurt.  Humans hurt each other in unimaginable 
ways.  The Sand Creek Massacre is only one of such numerous human tragedies.  The 
destructive power of nature is displayed more and more often. The strongest structure gets 
washed away or melts away when the floods or fires hit us.  We wonder if anything humans 
build can stand the anger of nature.  We wonder if God is ever present in the midst of pain and 
suffering.  Broken homes. Broken covenants.  Broken vows. Broken relationships. Brokenness 
surrounds all of us.  
 
And yet, a biblical vision in Ezekiel is clear.   Where the river flows everything will live. The leaves 
of the tree of life are for healing (Ezek 47:8-9, 12).  So, we come together again under the leaves 
of the tree of life with a longing heart for healing. 
 
Last year we told the story of how we cultivate abundant life throughout the Rocky Mountain 
Conference region and beyond.  This year our story is focused on healing relationships.  We 
want to share the stories of how the God of healing brings life to the brokenness of our lives. 
And please listen to our young people’s stories with care.  
 
So, as we begin, we invoke the name of the God of Life who offers us the grace of healing.  God 
of life, God of healing, we ask for your presence in our sharing.  Let us begin with our Lay 
Leaders story. Here are Margaret Hotze and Kune Taiwo, our most able co-lay leaders of the 
Rocky Mountain Conference.  
 
Lay Leaders Story     Margaret Hotze & Kunle Taiwo  
Kunle:  Dear members of the Rocky Mountain Annual Conference:  Grace and peace to you, in 

the name of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. At the center of our healing relationships is the 

“Act of Repentance” and Pilgrimage to Sand Creek, which most of you have participated in. 
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What a journey of faith.  We should all be proud that we are part of a Church that owns its 

history and, where possible, takes the outstretched hands of those we had considered outsiders 

in fellowship in recognition of our common humanity and destiny.  At the center of our faith is 

 grace…..freely given by Jesus Christ.  We will extend that grace to others regardless of 

their race, creed, economic condition, gender, age, abilities or disabilities.  

Margaret: Kunle and I would like share with you some stories about how the laity of the 

church have been engaged in Healing Ministries this past year. 

United Methodist Women of the Metro District have been involved in Healing Relationships 

with Immigrants:             

Susan Livingston, their District Social Action Coordinator, wanted to seek out ways to care for 

immigrants in the Metro area.  She arranged a tour to the detention center in Aurora.  

Sarah Jackson, who runs a small agency called Casa de Paz (House of Peace), was alarmed at the 

depth of suffering of immigrants from Mexico and decided she must do something.  She rented 

an apartment across the street from the Aurora detention center, and put out the word that 

relatives visiting their loved ones would have a place to stay.  She began to collect supplies, so 

that immigrants who were released from detention could be helped with backpacks, food, bus 

tickets, etc., as they traveled to join relatives upon their release. 

This is Flor, a woman from Guatemala, who was released from detention.  She was delighted 

and grateful to find a coat among the donations and went on her way to live with a relative in 

another state. 

This is Simon and his son.  Simon had been detained for two years, and was separated from his 

son.  They enjoyed some time together at Casa de Paz, and Simon left with a coat and backpack 

from donations from Metro District.  This backpack and coats ministry of the United Methodist 

Women of Metro District is helping heal broken spirits.  

Kunle  The Women’s Homeless Initiative of Metro Denver began in the fall of 2011 in 

response to a growing concern about the number of women who were on the streets without 

shelter for the night. Here is another healing story from Park Hill United Methodist Church: 

PHUMC became a partner in January 2013.  The preparation is similar to what we all do to get 

ready for guests in our homes – put clean linens on beds, prepare dinner and welcome them 

with open arms.  Our church members have embraced this ministry and have 18-20 volunteers 

each night we host the women.  Thanks to a grant we received from the Rocky Mountain 

Conference Board of Global Ministries, we are able to have the bedding cleaned by a local 

laundry service. 

Some of the women we shelter are new to life on the streets; some are veterans of this way of 

life. Many tell us they enjoy coming to our church and how much they appreciate a cup of hot 

tea, and that we even offer them cough drops.  
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With so much uncertainty, what we can do is show our guests that they can count on us to 

provide warmth, hospitality and safe sanctuary for the nights they are with us. “Hospitality is not 

to change people, but to offer them a space where change can take them.”  It is in this sacred 

space that hearts are healed, including our own. 

Margaret The handmade beaded Cross & Flame necklace has become a symbol of healing 

relationships between Native Americans, particularly Navajo, and the United Methodist Church. 

Here we have Lynn Weaver, from Montrose UMW, standing with Earl Sherman, Navajo and 

traditional powwow dancer from Twin Lakes, NM.  Support from the Utah-Western Colorado 

UMC’s provided prize money for teen dance contests at the Montrose powwow. 

Rev. Norman Mark, Navajo, is a conduit for healing relations between traditional Navajo and the 

UMC.  Native Grace Intertribal Fellowship in Cortez is housed at the FUMC. 

A major step in healing relationships with the Navajo Nation was taken last August at the UMC 

in Diwozhiibiikooh, Utah, when the first Mission u was hosted by the church. 

Being in ministry with the UMC at Monument Valley, Utah, means bringing Navajo-language 

Bibles to Pastor Angela and her son and nephews.   

First United Methodist Church (FCFUMC),  is also involved in ministry with Native Americans: 

Pine Ridge Reservation, South Dakota:  FCFUMC has been visiting the Pine Ridge Reservation 

since 2008 – working with the citizens on sustainable projects and building relationships in a 

beautiful and desolate countryside. 

The Harlan Standing Bear Family – FCFUMC has sponsored the family with birthday and holiday 

gifts, assistance with utilities and developing an on-going relationship over the past 6 years 

FCFUMC is involved in physical healing as well as healing of relationships: 

FCFUMC supports the Kenya Water Projects that help provide clean filtered water to villages 

and schools 

Fort Collins Methodists participate in a regular Medical Mission Trip to Cambodia – providing 

support with medical clinical help and health and sanitation projects. 

 Kunle    First United Methodist Church in Ogden, Utah shared this story 

Instead of purchasing Easter lilies and decorating their altar with them, congregants purchased 

shares in Easter food bags (in memory or honor of their loved ones).  Each bag contained food 

(and menus) for 5 dinner meals for a family of 4.  Their children and youth assembled these bags 

during Sunday School on Palm Sunday.  The bags were then used as decorations around the 

sanctuary altar on Easter.  A local homeless shelter then distributed the bags to families that had 

“graduated” out of the homeless shelter into homes of their own. 
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All of our churches have examples of healing ministries; we have been able to share only a few 

of them today.  Thank you.  

Now, Brendan McGuire is going to share his story of healing.  

Youth Story       Brendan McGuire 
Some days, I am perfectly content with waking up, taking a long, hot shower, checking my e-mail 

from my iPhone, driving my car to get coffee, and blogging on my iPad.  I was born a white male.  

I grew up in Littleton, Colorado.  For most of my life, I have been okay with my cycle of 

consumption.  Even after I was employed in a church, the cycle only continued…but who was I 

to care?  To my knowledge, I wasn’t hurting anybody.  I wasn’t stealing anything.  I’m living 

inside my budget, and I have no debt.  I’m comfortable in my cycle, but I owe somebody an 

apology.  Who?  I haven't met them yet. 

This past year, after completing three years of Disciple Bible Study, I signed up for an 

"Intergenerational Social Justice Issues Class".  Once a week, this small and resilient group 

searched for ways to give back to the community and beyond.  We did plenty of tangible work, 

like packaging medical supplies, making meals, and other services.  However, the most 

meaningful work that we did was to listen.  We sat with people, who...didn’t enjoy the same 

comfort that our daily cycle brought us.  I heard a lady discuss her seriously misunderstood bout 

with HIV, somebody who had been employed in a small, impoverished school district talk about 

the struggle of the children he helped.  I listened to a man who literally stood in his dead son’s 

shoes talk about school violence.  

The next day, I woke up, took a long, hot shower, checked my e-mail on my iPhone, drove my 

SUV to get an overpriced drink, and sob to the world through a Bluetooth keyboard over the 

internet.  So, to those who haven’t enjoyed the comfort of a lifestyle similar to mine, I am 

changing my relationship with my life.  I have learned to open myself to see that people are 

hurting in this world.  I will be vigilant, kind, appreciative, and helpful to those around me. 

I now seek a better relationship with the world every day. 

Silence 
 
Aleluia         FEB #4 
 
Cabinet Story        Steve Goodier  
 
I am Steve Goodier, Metropolitan District Superintendent.  
 
(MILE HIGH/PIKE’S PEAK DISTRICT)  
In the Mile-High/Pike’s Peak District, children of First UMC in Colorado Springs presented 
Melanie Rosa with a check for over $5000 raised during VBS for Imagine No Malaria. 
 
During the Clergy Orders Retreat, a group of clergy rebuilt a fence for a single mother whose 
home burned. 
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District churches are establishing healing relationships with those in need.  St. Luke’s collected 
over 100,000 pounds of food for the hungry in the Denver Metro Area. 
 
Elizabeth UMC is the most recent new church to be chartered in our conference.   
 
Abundant life is popping out all over the Mile High Pikes Peak District, as well as opportunities 
for healing relationships. 
 
(SUNSHINE DISTRICT) 
When the schools in Holly, Colorado decided to go to a four-day week, the Holly United 
Methodist Church saw an opportunity.  They decided they would have school on Friday at the 
church and teach the children about Jesus.   
 
It is called CLAK—Christ Loves All Kids!  Most of these children have no other opportunity to 
learn about Jesus. 
 
Home United Methodist Church, in Rye, Colorado, holds an annual festival focusing on Native 
Americans. The purpose is to learn about American Indian culture and spirituality; and to look 
for commonalities between the two.  
 
The homeless are so often invisible, but not at First United Methodist in Pueblo, Colorado.   
 
For the past 4 years, First and SonRise United Methodist, have provided breakfast on Saturday 
morning for those who wish to come.  They are now averaging 125 each Saturday! 
 
The Sunshine District is building healing relationships! 
 
(THE WYOMING DISTRICT)  
In the heart of Wyoming is the Wind River Indian Reservation.  Home of the Northern Arapahoe 
and Eastern Shoshone tribes. 
 
United Methodists have an active and leading role in the Wyoming Association of Churches.   
 
In 2012 they resolved to “begin a time of intentional listening, learning and caring conversation 
with the Native American people of Wyoming. 
 
United Methodist lay woman, and association director, Chesie Lee, lives in the Wind River area 
and works with the tribes to address homelessness, addictions, racism, and health care issues.   
 
Along with Merritt Benson and JuDee Anderson, she facilitates projects and interactions for 
congregations with the tribes. 
 
All of this helps promote healing relationships throughout the United Methodist churches of 
Wyoming.  
 
(THE UTAH/WESTERN COLORADO DISTRICT)  
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By tradition and culture, the island nations of Tonga and Samoa have been enemies for 
centuries. 
 
That enmity extended to the immigrant populations in America. 
 
Approximately a year ago, some members of the Tongan/American congregation of Trinity UMC 
in Kearns, Utah suggested to a Samoan/American gentleman that he bring his family to worship 
at Trinity. 
 
That invitation planted the seed for Trinity’s growing Samoan/American congregation and their 
Samoan language worship service.   
 
Since then, the Tongan/American and Samoan/American congregations have grown together.   
 
They still worship separately, but they come together and celebrate from time to time.  
 
That simple reconciling invitation has completed the trinity of languages and cultures at this 
namesake church of Trinity United Methodist Church. 
 
Trinity UMC is one prominent example of healing among peoples in the Utah/Western Colorado 
District.   
 
(PEAKS AND PLAINS AND NE COLORADO)  
This year one word looms large in the Peaks and Plains district and Northeast CO sub-district -- 
water. There has been either too little or too much of it.  
 
In the Plains sub district, too little.  There the beginnings of dust-bowl like conditions exist in 
some southern areas of the sub-district.  
 
In the Peaks and NE CO sub-districts, there was too much water. 
 
Local churches and pastors most directly impacted included Mountain View and St Paul’s in 
Boulder, Lyons community Church, First, Ft Collins and Christ , Ft. Collins, Loveland, Berthoud, 
Longs Peak and First Longmont, First Greeley, Johnstown, Evans and Christ, and Sterling.  Local 
congregations and their pastors continue to offer hospitality to those impacted. The story 
around our response to the floods will be shared more later by Chris Frasier and Youngsook 
Kang. 
 
Every year congregations in Plains sub-district, like Limon UMC, help feed the runners during the 
annual Sand Creek healing run.  
 
As we are moving toward the 150th anniversary of the Sand Creek Massacre this year, we have 
an opportunity to learn, to remember, to listen and to be in dialogue with those who continue 
to be wounded by our failure to own the past. We take small steps to try to bring healing. 
 
Loveland First United Methodist church help bring healing through an after-school Popcorn 
Ministry. Many of the children involved are Latino. This program provides a safe place between 
mid-high dismissal and when their parents are home. (Popcorn ministry picture) 
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Many times this program provides a sanctuary for kids who feel “unsafe” in the community or at 
home.” As one young male said, “We are here because here we feel safe.”   
 
(METRO DISTRICT)  
Healing relationships abound in the Metro district. 
 
Montclair… 
 
Berkley… 
 
Washington Park… 
 
Arvada… 
 
Epworth… 
 
Spirit of Hope… 
 
Lakewood… 
 
Phillips… 
 
AfterHours… all create healing relationships with their communities through feeding the hungry. 
 
Healing between cultures is found at First UMC Aurora 
 
Brentwood and Alameda Heights. 
 
A coffee house for college students at the Evanston Center 
 
the blessing of prayer blankets at Burns for the families of those killed in the Aurora movie 
theater attacks are ministries of healing. 
 
Healing relationships abound throughout our tri-state Rocky Mountain Conference. And all we, 
as the RMC Cabinet can say, is… “WOW – God must be up to something.” 
 
Now, Mina Nau is going to share her story.  
 
Youth Story      Mina Nau  
I came in here with a young, uneducated mentality. My heart was full of anger and frustration, 

coming from a deeper place within myself.  I needed someone to share my thoughts and 

feelings of how my inner tectonic plates shifted deep within my core causing the tsunami of 

emotions. I was unsure of how to cope. 

I no longer wanted to continue this feeling but rather was curious about the complete opposite. 

Over the years I have held in these raging emotions from unloving experiences that took over 
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my life at a very young age. After hearing the words that gave me another chance to live 

differently I took it and ran with it.   

In my world, we are all living in a constant cycle of nonsense.  Everyone vs. Everyone.  Images 

we are forced to see every day weighs heavy on the heart, mind, and soul.  I chose to stand my 

ground and weather the storm. Through our worldly lenses we see a difference between one 

another.  Those differences attach racism, hate, and judgment.   When I trade them out for my 

spiritual lenses, I see unity.  There is no difference. We share the same blood. We are one 

because of the blood that Christ our Savior shed for us.   

With age comes wisdom and I realized I needed some kind of healing.  In this insanity there is 

only understanding and respect.  On this battlefield a group cannot be healed; healing happens 

with an individual person and through the actions of that person their lifestyle is mirrored by  

It has now been 18 years and I have witnessed relationships between people being touched by 

the Holy Spirit.  It is on its way to healing, one person at a time.  Glory to God for blessing me 

with the strength and will to stand firm and believe that change can happen if the trust is truly 

and fully given to him.  If God is for us who can be against us?  I have been emotionally and 

spiritually healed.  I continue to take up my cross with this verse in mind; I can do all things 

through Christ who strengthens me. 

Silence 
 
Aleluia          FEB #4  
 
Finance Story        Kirsten Barlow and Noreen Keleshian 
Kirsten Barlow Speaking:  

F & A Ministry privileged to discuss how our connection supports and strengthens our healing 

ministries in the RMC. 

In 2013, more than half of our churches achieved full tithe plus three percent mission giving.  

These churches listed on page 21 of program book, and we thank them.   

Our ability to support M & M of RMC and UM Church locally and throughout the world depends 

on the consistent generosity of our churches and members. Thank you.  

In 2013 RMC paid General and Jurisdictional Apportionments at 95%. 

These apportionments are about 1/3 of Conference annual budget. Page 17 of program book 

summarizes how those contributions from you are used to create disciples of Jesus Christ for 

transformation of the world.  

Remaining 2/3 of budget supports healing ministries and mission priorities identified by 

members of the RMC.  
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Our connectional system means stronger together than on our own. In F&A ministry, especially 

evident in shared benefits and risk management tools available to us through general agencies 

and the Conference. 

Our UM GBOPHB offers excellent pension, death and disability benefit plans to ensure longer-

term protection for our clergy and families.  

Investment division of GBOPHB is Wespath Investment Management. As mentioned in program 

book, both your pension funds and the assets of the RMC are invested through Wespath.  

Wespath’s investment management practices are consistent with socially responsible values of 

our UM faith.  

It can be a challenge to balance our commitment to responsible engagement in social issues 

with responsible investment decision-making.  

However this presents us with an opportunity to address social justice issues and promote 

healing as we practice our faith.  

As requested by AC 2013, our CF&A is working with our Conference C&S Network and the 

GBOPHB to determine the RMC’s response to calls for divestment. 

Noreen Keleshian speaking:   

Property and liability insurance presents another opportunity to leverage our connectional 

buying power. Trustees commitment to ensure we manage risks to support and promote 

effective ministries throughout Conference. During 2013 we solicited bids and evaluated 

options, and decided to remain with CMIC. 

Property, pension and health benefits are necessary to achieve our ministries and retain our 

effective spiritual leaders. AC has approved billing churches and Conference entities for these 

benefits, but some of you don’t pay your share of these costs. Our connectional system means 

Conference picks you up, makes your payments if you temporarily cannot. We expect and ask 

you to “catch up.”  

Churches past due on property, pension or health payments to Conference on page 22 of 

program book. Pleased to report past due amount shrank from end of 2012 to end of 2013, and 

our goal to work with you to shrink it even more in the future.      

RMC churches and members generous, and our Conference on stable financial footing. Through 

April you gave more than $2 million tithe plus mission giving and we believe our budget of $5.6 

million is achievable. Members of the CF&A are listed in the program book; please talk with any 

of us if you have questions about financial information.  

Your contributions and commitment undergird and support the healing ministries that our 

churches, districts and annual conference are engaged in, and we thank you. 
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Becca Fenton will share story of healing.  

Youth Story                            Becca Fenton:  

 “Healing a relationship” can mean many different things, and in this sense I’m talking more 

about forming a relationship and making each side of the relationship better. I look at Haiti’s 

past of political unrest and natural disaster, and I find the desire to try to restore it to something 

more by being open to building a connection with the country and its people. 

One day during the mission trip to Haiti, I was deemed the “Bucket Manager,” helping to place 

and pass buckets of mortar down to our worksite. I stood next to the man mixing the mortar, a 

local of the town of Bwadjout, and before long we started communicating. I mimed “wind” and 

inquired in my broken school-French, “Qu-est que c’est?” He answered with the word in Haitian 

Creole: “Van.” “Ooo,” I grinned, “J’aime la van!” He smiled, and thus began a friendship. We 

continued this for several hours, learning about the objects of the worksite. At our afternoon 

break, despite the heat and humidity, I sighed happily saying, “C’est bon travail,” and he smiled 

and nodded at me.  

I laugh when I remember this moment, because as an English speaker with only a rudimentary 

understanding of French, “C’est bon travail” translates to “This is good work”—one of the 

simplest things I could have said. But in the reaction the man gave, we both understood that it 

had a much deeper value than simply “bon travail.” To the man and me on top of the hill in 

Bwadjout, we were working hard. But the physical labor was only a small reflection of what 

“bon travail” really meant…the language and connection we were sharing with each other was 

monumental, as was the act of building a place in the community where the people could gather 

to celebrate their world. 

Speaking the language built an indescribable connection that can never be forgotten. The 

relationships that were formed by people working together made each participant better, and 

building this church provided the chance to form and “heal” relationships.  

Silence 
 
Aleluia        FEB #4  
 
Mission and Ministry Story    Youngsook Kang & Chris Frasier 
Chris:  As representatives of the Mission and Ministry team, we would like to share a story from 

last fall’s flooding in northern Colorado. This is how the Conference recovery staff and 

volunteers from local churches helped bring these affected communities to a place of healing. 

Youngsook: The deadly floods hit Colorado last September without warning.  When I visited our 
local churches, parsonages, and Frasier Meadows soon after the devastating floods, I was so 
struck by the scope of the damage. People looked weary and distressed.  I will long remember 
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their faces.  What I witnessed was loss and brokenness.  –  loss of  physical homes, loss of 
memories, loss of your work and loss of life in some cases. 
 
Chris: But we United Methodists are quick to reach out in times of tragedy and trauma. Here are 
a couple of stories of your church in action. 
 
Youngsook: “Susan” and her husband who are in their 80s live west of Loveland up Hwy 34. 

Susan has a medical condition that requires the constant use of oxygen.  The night of the flood 

Susan and her husband did not receive a notification to evacuate.  

Chris:  Hours later a volunteer fireman arrived at their home, via a zip line, to tell them that the 

road and bridge were out and that they should climb the hill behind their home for safety.  

Using her portable oxygen tank, Susan and her husband were able to flee to their neighbor 

Mike’s house.  Susan arrived at Mike’s home at 4 p.m. and at 11 p.m.  they watched another 

neighbor’s house race down the river. By then, Susan’s oxygen tank went empty and the 

batteries died. There was no electricity in the canyon that night or for nights to come. 

Youngsook:  Mike, who also uses oxygen, without hesitation hooked up his emergency 

generator and told Susan to use his oxygen until help arrived. Although she protested, Mike 

remained resolute that she use his oxygen.  

Chris:  After the initial danger passed the couple found that the road to their residence was 

blocked and the house was yellow tagged by the county. Susan and her husband could not get 

back to their home.  

Youngsook: This is where our Rocky Mountain Conference Recovery team came in in such a 

healing way. Our case managers helped walk this couple through the entire recovery process 

ever since the flood happened till the end.   

Chris: The Recovery Team found them gift cards to help with food and household items. The 
team also helped them find financial assistance to rent a home until theirs was repaired. 
 
Youngsook: Our team project manager Larry Glover also played a major role in having a 

contractor rebuild the road to their home.  

Chris: Our team also coordinated an UMVIM team from Wiley UMC to help rebuild their home.   

Youngsook: We helped with a home loan program so that they could pay for the needed repairs 

to their home.   

Chris: The work was completed in early May and they are back living in their home! now!! 

Youngsook: Do you want to see the faces of the Recovery Team? Here they are.  

Chris:  From working with early responders, to guiding our neighbors through the complex 

process of rebuilding, while providing emotional and spiritual support all the way through, our 
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Conference team proved to be a godsend to many following the 2013 floods. We as United 

Methodist Church helped many more people like Susan and her husband find hope and healing 

and hope again.   

Youngsook: This was made possible by the UMCOR support.  Our Conference received $1 

million grant from the UMCOR.  Do you know where the UMCOR grants come from? YOU. Every 

dollar you give goes to support those who are suffering from disasters and help restore people’s 

lives.  

Chris: But, the real foundation of the recovery work lies in volunteers. Our volunteers help 
provide a turning point for many when they are about to give up hope. We saw homeowners 
who were about to abandon their homes, but decided to rebuild instead.  Because of our 
healing work, people often make the decision to rebuild and reclaiming their lost home and 
lives.  
 
Youngsook We observed so many people willing to help and share God’s love and care with 
their neighbors.  Stories abound of gratitude toward an outpouring love and support.  One quick 
example. When we were transitioning from the rescue phase to the relief phase, the Rocky 
Mountain Conference cabinet extended an invitation for some local churches to become partner 
churches with those affected by the floods. The Cabinet asked them to Share God’s love through 
ministry of presence.   
 
Chris: These ambassador churches took their mission seriously.  For instance, Parker UMC was a 

partner church for Lyon UMC.  When Lyons UMC resumed its Sunday worship in three weeks 

after the flood, these two women from Parker UMC drove over 70 miles to be present at 

worship and conveyed their message of love. No electricity, no running water, no bathrooms in 

the church. But, the sanctuary was full.  People drove miles and miles to come to worship.  

Youngsook:  Our greatest learning is this. Abundant life and healing can shine through 
brokenness.  When destruction seems to prevail, life still can abound. And that is what the 
gospel of Jesus Christ is all about.  
 
Silence 
 
Aleluia      FEB #4  
 
Invitation to Continue the Healing Journey    Youngsook Kang 
There are more stories to tell. But, we stop here for today. And still more miles to go in our 
healing relationships. When Pope Francis visited Palestine and Israel, he said, “Join me in 
heartfelt prayer to God for the gift of peace.”    My prayerful invitation this morning is “Join me 
in heartfelt prayer to God for the gift of healing.” 
 
God calls us to continue to restore healing relationships.  May each of you become an 
ambassador of healing relationships.  Thanks be to God.  Amen.  
 
Closing Song   We Cannot Measure How You Heal                W&S 3139 v. 1-3  
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TAIZE SONG SELECTIONS THAT FIT THEME: 
Wait for the Lord   W&S 3049 
Wait for the Lord, whose day is near. 
Wait for the Lord: keep watch, take heart!  
 
Nothing Can Trouble   TFWS 2054 
Nothing can trouble, nothing can frighten. 
Those who seek God shall never go wanting. 
God alone fills us.  
 
Give Peace    TFWS 2156 
Give peace to every heart. Give peace to every heart. 
Give peace, Lord. Give peace, Lord.  


